
Data collection with speed and reliability performed by forensics experts.

Complete, encrypted forensic collection

Our unique and patented Remlox™ Remote ESI Collection Tool is a powerful collection method that creates a complete, 
defensible, encrypted forensic image of a hard drive. It delivers a verifiable snapshot showing every sector of the computer’s 
physical media.

Remlox™ Remote collection was designed to bridge the gap between full forensic acquisition and the risks associated with 
“self-collection.” Deployed in 37 countries, it has been used in response to DOJ requests as well as court systems and 
corporations worldwide.

Targeted data collection in the cloud 

Remlox™ Cloud is a user-friendly, cloud-based software solution that enables 
proportionality in data collection, using a targeted approach. It streamlines the 
collection process by allowing to efficiently gather only the types of files that are 
needed for their case. 

Adding a new level of simplicity and automation to data collection, users can 
request a collection in the morning, using Ricoh’s same-day email deployment, 
and be reviewing their data that same evening, utilizing one of Ricoh’s document  
review solutions.

Remlox™ 
Data 
Collection

Our forensics experts will 
effectively collect your ESI, 
investigate your matters,  
and provide expert testimony 
for a truly defensible and 
auditable process.



Digital forensics services

Key litigation information may be hiding in a myriad of digital locations. When you work with our team of licensed forensics 
experts, we offer customizable ESI collection and data management options to accommodate your specific requirements.  
Our team will effectively collect your data, investigate your matters, and provide expert testimony with speed and reliability  
for a truly defensible and auditable process.

Ricoh, your trusted partner

With our consultative approach, we help clients navigate their most pressing information challenges. Our combination of 
certified expertise and service excellence is backed by an over 85-year history of innovation and a refusal to be limited by 
tradition. Ricoh’s steadfast legacy and support provides the assurance of business security because when  
you work with us, the security of your information is our highest priority.

Remlox™ Data Collection Tools Comparison

Capabilities
Remlox™  

Remote Collection
Remlox™ Cloud

Acquires full forensic image P
Targeted forensic collection P
Enhanced Security utilizing Ricoh’s Microsoft® AzureTM Cloud P
No advanced technical knowledge required P P
Reliable, trusted brand P P
Forensic validation P P
Deployed remotely P P
Same day collections P
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Engage with an eDiscovery Specialist to learn more


